
 
Brattleboro Hockey Association (BHA) 

Developing good sports since 1976 

Jan 10th & 11th, 2015 —23rd Annual Green Mountain Tournament Rules 
 
The Green Mountain Tournament is designed for U12 and U14 teams that are B and A/B skill level (not travel or elite 
teams).  The registration process is on the honor system and we hope to exclude the upper level elite teams as this 
tournament is geared toward B and A/B skill level teams. We can only speculate; all coaches have reviewed the 
tournament structure and rules so they felt that the tournament was a good fit for them.   
 
To further explain how the Green Mountain tournament works; the B level and A/B level are grouped together and those 
teams play each other, same on U12 and U14 teams. If the coaches are honest and register the teams as they should be 
properly ranked, those teams are so close in rank and will be competitive. There are so FEW girls teams in this area we 
must combine the two levels of play (B and A/B) so we can get enough teams for the girls to enjoy playing multiple 
teams.  

 This tournament is sanctioned by USA Hockey and governed by USA Hockey Rules to be enforced by assigned referees. 
1. The play will be 3 stop time periods at 12 minutes each. 
2. Minor penalties will be 1.5 minutes. Durations for major penalties, misconducts and/or any other infractions will be 

as required by USA Hockey rules for the applicable age group -- as determined by Referees.  
3. Each team is allowed 1 time out per game to be used at their discretion. The time out will be 1 minute. 
4. The time clock will be set for 3 minutes for teams to warm up before a game starts (with pucks). 
5. The ice will be re-surfaced between the second and third period ONLY. 
6. When returning to the ice after the second period break (while ice is resurfaced) teams will be given 1 minute to 

warm up with NO pucks on the ice.  
7. Teams must be ready 10-15 minutes before game time and could be asked to take ice early if ice is available (15 

minutes early is the max).   
8. If a team delays the start of a game or start of a period by greater than 5 minutes then that team can be forced to 

forfeit.  
9. Anytime in third period of a game (except for playoffs), if a team is up 7 goals the clock will go to running time and 

remaining running time until the end of the game. 
10. If a game in progress exceeds the allotted and/or allowed 75 minutes time (except for playoffs), all circumstances will 

be considered, but the clock may be placed in running time and remain running time until the game ends. This is at 
the discretion of the assigned tournament director and will be announced to teams.  

11. System for determining the order of playoff teams: Points awarded (Win=2 points, Tie=1 point, Forfeit or loss=0 
points). In event of points tie it is then decided by: head to head competition (has either team previously beat other 
team tied for points), least goals allowed, periods each team led their games, coin toss director makes call (all to be 
done from game sheets). 

12. In playoff games only: in case of tie, overtime play single goal win rules apply because of restricted ice time 
available: Coaches choose players at their discretion.  

13. Play-off tie regulations. Remain on the same ends of ice. Periods are 5 minutes running time and single goal wins, 
with NO time outs during overtime periods. 1st overtime period 5 on 5 with goalie, 2nd overtime period 4 on 4 with 
goalie, 3rd period 3 on 3 NO goalie.   

14. The running time clock will ONLY be stopped for an injury or during a penalty. Penalties are allowed when it 
becomes 3 on 3, but the penalized team still has 3 players while the non penalized team will be allowed the extra 
player. 

15. There will be 1 minute allotted between the tie-breaker changes.  
16. Any issues unforeseen will be reviewed by tournament director, referees and all things considered before a final 

decision is made. Director’s decision is final.  
 
As you know there is a good reason for making rules and making an even playing field by sharing those rules with playing 
teams. Any questions, please contact the Tournament Director. 

PO Box 1 Brattleboro,VT 05302  info@brattleborohockey.org 
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